
   Full Moon in Pisces                    
                               To be held on 

      Sunday March 20th  2022 

                                      at the  

 Aquarius Healing and Education Centre  

                154 Mt Barker Rd Stirling 

                     1.30 -3.00pm 

                   Everyone is welcome to attend this event. There will be input, discussion, experiential exercises 

and meditation followed by a shared afternoon tea . Please bring something to share if staying for supper. 

Donations are gratefully accepted in the golden bowl at the event or can be made any time at People’s Choice 

Credit Union BSB 805 050 Account Name: Conscious Connection. Acct No: 2371918. Account holder Margaret 

Tscharke. 

If you would like further information about this full moon or other work I do, please contact me on 

m.0400886872 or email me at skydancer8@bigpond.com or check out my website on 

www.wholisticpsychology.com.au  or on face book www.facebook.com/wholisticpsychology. 

Please let us know if you intend to come as it helps with planning and any COVID requirements 

Ponderings for Pisces. White magic. Conscious cocreation with the soul leading to revolution and evolution. 

The qualities of the sign of Pisces are mutable water and yin /feminine. These qualities make it the most sensitive and 

psychically orientated of all the watery emotional signs (Cancer & Scorpio). Pisces is connected to the unconscious mind - both 

individual and collective and proper use of its depths can open up an array of universal symbols and images stimulating 

creativity and deep expression. However within this unconscious there is also underworldly trickery and illusion and care needs 

to be taken when journeying there. The light of the soul found on the higher mental plane brings the light of higher guidance 

and shows us the clearer world of the superconscious, however the soul’s light can also create clarity in the unconscious 

realms. 

The emotional world helps us feel and deepen into experiences and it is important be able to feel and express emotionally, 

however our emotions are not always a reliable guide. It is only when the emotions are felt and then steadied that we can lift 

into the space where more expanded visions can be seen. I believe that by practising bringing ideas into this material plane by 

steadying ourselves as much as we can in the light of the soul’s images and intuitions, we can revolutionise ourselves and our 

reality. By holding steady in the light of the soul as our guide, we can begin to call our enlightened ideas into being and 

consciously change our world.  

There are many of us who are working to keep our energies high and expanded in the current difficulties. When we do this, we 

can lift into superconscious levels and access higher order ideas and archetypes. As we penetrate the kingdom of souls, we 

begin to see higher ideas and feelings and can then begin to ground them into our earthly reality. This is the art and science of 

white magic.(see e.g. the “Treatise on white magic” by Alice Bailey) If we want to be revolutionary change agents,  we need to 

practice keeping our awareness in love in the higher soul wisdom and along with this we need to practise building the link 

between the higher and the lower and building forms in the material world that reflect the spiritual ideas.  

So going back to the example I gave in my email of the round garden I am building …. as I plan and implement it, I am 

endeavouring to follow my soul’s urge to give expression here on this earthly plane. The material activity I most enjoy as a soul 

activity  is the garden and usually involves quite extensive physical activity, but a material world project can be quite different. 

It could be writing a book or an article , building an altar in your space that symbolises the new world that is being built, placing 

prayer flags meaningfully etc .  In learning how to become magic workers we endeavour to create the link between the 

dynamic of our soul and the earth plane, consciously aiming to express our spiritual visions, hopes and intentions in tangible 

and material ways. Our soul is the creative genius within us and is longing to find expression in the world and desires to be 

given a home here. As we do this more and more consciously and share our magical findings with others, collective visions and 

awarenesses can and will arise in the group and groups too will become magical and revolutionary. It is in these kinds of ways 

that the wonders of the new world can be built.                                                                                                         

 Love  Janet  
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